




















mikehanna
Sticky Note
Vocabulary- FactorSkill- Factoring	a=1       yesUse product sum, two numbers that multiply to equal 54 and yet add to 15. Then read the story of the signs. The negative in front of "c" says that they are opposite signs and the positive in front of "b" says the bigger number is positive. 

mikehanna
Sticky Note
Just plug it in....Use your Calculator!



mikehanna
Sticky Note
Like Terms is the key here. What goes together. Must have same variables and same powers to be added or subtracted.



mikehanna
Sticky Note
Use your calculator to multiply the constant and use the multiplication law of exponents to do the powers of 10.

mikehanna
Sticky Note
You must FACTOR first, then cancel out the common factors. What is left is the simplified form.



mikehanna
Sticky Note
Translation here. Make sure the decimal is properly converted. These are common sense problems, read it thoroughly and account for each word!



mikehanna
Sticky Note
Easy, look at the answers and the graph. Just match the ordered pairs up with the graph.....

mikehanna
Sticky Note
How many ways can you do this one.1. put the equations in y = and ask you momma. Match the table to the equation.2. Plug the x values in by hand and see which equation works.3. Find the slope by calculating from table and your done. EACH answer has a diffent slope.4. Find the correct y intercept from the table. EACH answer has a different y intercept.



mikehanna
Sticky Note
Key word here is Function.Do you know the definition of a function. For every x, there is only 1 unique y. APPLICATIONS:	- graph- vertical line test	- Mapping diagram - the Proper forking. 	- Table/Ordered pairs- x cannot repeat with a different y value. proper forking



mikehanna
Sticky Note
Foil or Box techniques here. FOIL:  multiply the First terms. Multiply the Outer terms, Multiply the Inner terms, Multiply the Last terms. Then add like terms and your done.

mikehanna
Sticky Note
Factoring again. A=1, so use the product sum method for both the top and bottom trinomials.



mikehanna
Sticky Note
Translation, focus on the key math words(operations) and numbers. All must be accounted for!

mikehanna
Sticky Note
Define Mean.....Mean is the average of a set....



mikehanna
Sticky Note
Vocabulary is the concept here!Scatterplot is not a key word here, but the words Negative and Linear Relationship are.



mikehanna
Sticky Note
Laws of Exponents problem with a little teaser in the radical sign. What law of exponents is this......................................................................................................................Power Law!



mikehanna
Sticky Note
Big Clue found in the type of function modeled in the formula. Look at the DEGREE of the function. Still not sure, then graph the function with x replacing d of course and look at your CALCULATOR!



mikehanna
Sticky Note
What do you have. A table and an equation. Hmmmmm. Soo many ways to do it.By hand, MAYBE.Calculator, DefinatelyMatch the table with the equation...Where you ask, well ask YO  MOMMA!Your level of understanding will determine your avenues you take when solving these problems. Remember, check your answer in the calculator. Better to be safe than sorry.

mikehanna
Sticky Note
Distributive property.Still struggling.Focus on the numbers only, not the variables and exponents. Multiply the 2 thru the parenthesis. This may eliminate some answers.Or maybe focus on the Variables and powers only, it is the multiplication law of exponents, so the powers just change by adding them.



mikehanna
Sticky Note
You can focus on many things here.1. Slope- of the line and match to equation.2. Y intercept of the line and match to equation.3. Graph each equation and match to graph given.



mikehanna
Sticky Note
Translation again, take each math word and number into consideration. Be careful, they are talking specifically about paying off a car. You need to know what that means.



mikehanna
Sticky Note
Hmmmm...A System Problem....What form are the equations in....Standard, go from there using intercepts or change to slope intercept form and match.Maybe focus on the inequality sign, it will tell you other parts of the story for example what type of line (solid or dashed) and which side is shaded.You have to start with something and then eliminate the wrong answers....





mikehanna
Sticky Note
Well, Well, Well....Standard Form of a Linear equation. I am going to use the x and y intercepts and move on.Dont know what that means, then you will have to change to slope intercept form and match the graphs up.Still confused, well then just pick a point specific to an answer choice and see if it works. You can after all guess and check. 



mikehanna
Sticky Note
Line of best fit here is used to make a prediction. Good luck, draw the line as best as you can thru the midst of the data to help ensure an accurate prediction.

mikehanna
Sticky Note
System of equations here.They want the solution.Its good to go for Matrices.Needs to be changed to y = mx + b to graph the intersection.You could also plug the ordered pairs into the equations and see which works for both. 

mikehanna
Sticky Note
Just answer the question. Input/ Output question here.



mikehanna
Sticky Note
Again, soo many ways.Graph - YesSlope- YesY intercept - YesPick points and verify - Yes

mikehanna
Sticky Note
Just plug in the table values and verify. 

mikehanna
Sticky Note
Solve two inequality problems and cross over the solution sets.Remember, Inequalities require you to change the sign, or shall I say flip the sign when dividing by a negative!!!!



mikehanna
Sticky Note
Expand the table is a good choice....Find the slope and then calculate.



mikehanna
Sticky Note
Clues----y intercept is a big oneSlope is the next big one....Yeah Baby.Easy stuff!

mikehanna
Sticky Note
8th grade problem. Need I say more.C'mon man!



mikehanna
Sticky Note
Vocabulary Question Here!!!!!PositiveLinear Relationshipdo you know these words?





mikehanna
Sticky Note
Looks hard. Wait a minute...Do I, yes, just plug in the -3 into the equation and solve. Wait, cant I use my calculator at y =  and ASK YO MOMMA....YES

mikehanna
Sticky Note
Laws of Exponents....Do you know your laws?Only 5 of em.

mikehanna
Sticky Note
Table question here. Plug in the values for x. It says the sequence does not begin at 0, then where must it begin?How bout at 1.Inputs 1,2,3,4,5Match the outputs

mikehanna
Sticky Note
What the heck are they asking for....Values of x, c'mon man. Oh yeah, they want the x intercepts, you mean roots right, no the zeros are what they want, I think they should be called the horzontal intercepts, no they want the solutions!!!!Actually all those are proper ways to ask for the same thing. Can I use my calculator and identify them---YESCan I use the quadratic formula and find them---YESCan I factor and use the factors to solve for them----YES.Can I just plug em in and see which works----YESCALCULATOR is the EASIEST...JUST SAYIN'



mikehanna
Sticky Note
What does Relation mean?Oh yeah, It means ordered pairs. So just match the ordered pairs with the graphed ordered pairs.It is that easy!



mikehanna
Sticky Note
Use your calculator and compare. Look at the picture, it is easiest that way!

mikehanna
Sticky Note
Scientific notation, hmm, laws of exponents here. Which law though? Either multiply or divide, you figure it out!

mikehanna
Sticky Note
Like terms here with a key word found in SUM.

mikehanna
Sticky Note
Factor, cancel out and then you are simplified.



mikehanna
Sticky Note
Can you read a table and estimate. C'mon dude, thats soo easy!



mikehanna
Sticky Note
A conversion of units problem.....Let me calculate this. You do have a formula chart dont you!

mikehanna
Sticky Note
Do you know your properties by definition. This was the first vocabulary you were asked to memorize in 9th grade Algebra 1....

mikehanna
Sticky Note
IDK. I dont know how to simplify these things..Cant you put the number in your calculator and hit enter. It may show you the value as a decimal.JUST SAYING, the calculator is my friend....Say it ----The calculator is my friend!



mikehanna
Sticky Note
Can you say FACTOR again....Or can you say FOIL the answers back into the form of the given equation....YES






















